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Social Construction Of Race: Some Observations on The Illusion, Making, and Choice of Ian F. Haney LopezExcerpt: By . . . biological race, I mean the opinion about race supported by Judge Tucker, and still popular today, that there are natural, physical differences between people that are hereditary, reflected in morphology, and roughly but correctly
captured terms like black, white, and Asian, Caucasian and Mongoloid). According to this view, whose ancestors and epidermis are uns suuly defined membership in a genetically defined racial group. The link between a person's physiognomy and racial status is specific; According to Judge Tucker, each person's race was stamped by nature... If there is a
common belief in biological races, irrefutable evidence proves that race is not biological. Biological races, such as Negroide and Caucaoid, simply do not exist. AA. . the newly popular argument among several scholars is that races are completely illusory, whether as a biological or social concept. At the same time, there is no connection between individuals
and races... The notion that humanity can be divided along white, black and yellow lines shows the social, not scientific, origin of race. The idea that there are three races, and that these races are Caucasian, Negroid, and, is rooted in the European imagination of the Middle Ages, which covers only Europe, Africa and the Middle East. . However, the history of
science has long been a history of failed efforts to justify these social beliefs. Along the way, various minds have tried to fashion practical human typology along the following physical axes: skin color, hair texture, facial angle, jaw size, cranial capacity, brain mass, frontal lobe mass, cracked brain surface and bundles, and even body lice. As one scholar
notes, the nineteenth century was a period of exhaustive and, as it turned out, useless search for criteria for determining and describing racial differences.. . . . Attempts to define racial categories by physical characteristics ultimately failed. By 1871, some leading intellectuals recognized that even the use of the word race was practically an admission of
ignorance or malice. Genetic studies of the last few decades have only added more nails to the coffin of the biological race. Evidence shows that these features, usually coded for race, such as height, skin color, hair texture and facial structure, do not strongly correlate with genetic variations . . . The abandonment of race in science is now almost complete.
After all, we must accept the brief conclusion of historian Barbara Fields on the plausibility of biological races: Anyone who continues to believe in race as a physical attribute of individuals, despite the now banal reservations of biologists and geneticists, can believe that Santa Claus, the Easter Bunny and the tooth fairy are real, and that the land is earth still
while the sun moves. Source: Berkeley Law No. Racism.org Using gene frequency data for 62 protein loci and 23 blood group loci, we studied the genetic relationships of the three main human races, The Caucasian, Negroid and. Genetic distance data show that the Cacodoids and are somewhat closer to each other than to the Negroid. Analysis of data
from the site limiting mitochondrial DNA also shows the same genetic link. It seems that the Negro and Caucasian-Mongoloid groups dispersed by about 110,000 euros/- 34,000 years ago, while the Caucoids and dispersed about 41,000 euros/- 15,000 years ago. Genetic relationships of different races in each group of Caucasians, Negroids and were also
studied. All European populations are genetically close to each other, with the exception of Lapp, while many African, ocean and Amer Indian tribes exhibit a greater degree of genetic differentiation. The main reason for this differentiation seems to be the bottleneck effect. Polynesians, Micronesians and Indonesians are more closely associated with Asian
than with Australoids in Australia and New Guinea. There are also indications that migration plays an important role in shaping the current genetic relationship between human races. The degree of genetic differentiation between human races does not always correlate with the degree of morphological differentiation. Genetic differentiation of protein loci
appears to be due mainly to mutations, genetic drift and isolation, while morphological characters appear to be subject to stronger natural selection than average protein loci. The outdated Group of Negroid people (less commonly called Congoid) is an outdated historical grouping of various indigenous people to Africa south of the region that stretched from
the southern Sahara Desert in the west to the African Great Lakes in the southeast, but also to isolated parts of south and southeast Asia (Negritos). The concept of dividing humanity into three races called Kavkaoid, and Negroid (originally called Ethiopian) was introduced in the 1780s by members of the Gyatting School of History and further developed by
Western scholars in the context of racist ideologies in the colonial era. With the rise of modern genetics, the concept of different human races is biologically obsolete. In 2019, the American Association of Physical Anthropologists stated, Belief in race as natural aspects of human biology and the structure of inequality (racism) that arise from such beliefs are
among the most destructive elements of human experience, both today and in the past. Negroid etymology has both Spanish and ancient Greek etymological roots. This literally translates as a black resemblance to the Spanish word negro (black), and Greek οειδές -oeid's, which is equivalent to -o -- είδες -eid's Appearance derived from είδος e'dos
appearance. [4] (5) (5) The recorded use of the term negroid came in 1859. The history of the Origins concept of Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, a scientist at the then modern Goettingen University, developed a concept dividing humanity into five races in a revised 1795 edition of his de generis humani varietate nativa (On the Natural Variety of Mankind).
Although Blumenbach's concept later spawned scientific racism, his arguments were largely anti-racist, as he emphasized that humanity as a whole forms one distinct species and points out that the transition from one race to another is so gradual that the differences between the races it represented are very arbitrary. Blumenbach considers North Africans to
be a Caucasian race, comparing other Africans as an Ethiopian race. In this context, he refers to the Abyssinians and Moors as peoples through which the Ethiopian race gradually flows along with the Caucasian race. In the context of scientific racism before Darwin The development of Western race theories occurred in a historical situation where most
Western nations were still profiting from the enslavement of Africans:524 and therefore had an economic interest in portraying the inhabitants of sub-Saharan Africa as a lower race. A significant change in the West's views on Africans occurred when Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1798 drew attention to the impressive achievements of ancient Egypt, which
could hardly be reconciled with the theory that Africans were inferior. In this context, many of the works published in Egypt after Napoleon's expedition seemed to have, as their main purpose, an attempt to somehow prove that the Egyptians were not Negroes but belonged to the Ham race that was seen as a subgroup of the Caucasian race. Thus, the high
civilization of Ancient Egypt can be separated from the supposedly inferior African race. Illustration of the skulls of Negroids, Caucasians and, shown from above (Samuel George Morton, 1839) As the historian Edith Sanders writes: Perhaps because slavery was still legal and lucrative in the United States... there was an American school of anthropology,
which tried to scientifically prove that the Egyptian was Caucasian, far from the lower Negro. In his Krania Aegyptiaca (1844), Samuel George Morton, founder of anthropology in the United States, analyzed more than a hundred intact skulls collected from the Nile Valley, and concluded that the ancient Egyptians were racially similar to Europeans.
Discussions about race among Western scholars in the 19th century took place against the backdrop of debates between monogenists and polygenists, the first advocating for the unified origin of all mankind, while asserting that each human race has a certain origin. Monogenists based their arguments either on a literal interpretation of the biblical history of
Adam and Eve, or on secular studies. With polygenism perceived differences, it was popular among white supremacists, especially slaveholders in the United States. Through a traumatic brain operation performed on thousands of human skulls, Morton argued that the differences between races were too wide to flow from one common ancestor, but instead
corresponded to a separate racial origin. In Crania Aegyptiaca, he reported that his measurements of the inner capacity of the skull were grouped according to the five Blumenbach races, finding that the average capacity of the Caucasian race was on top, and that the Ethiopian skulls had the slightest potential, with other races between them. He concluded
that the Ethiopian race was inferior in intelligence. After his death in 1851, when slavery still existed in the southern United States, the influential Charleston Medical Journal praised him by saying, We of the South should treat him as our benefactor for the most material assistance in providing the Negroes with his true position of the lower race. While the
debate over the correctness of Morton's measurements has been going on since the late 1970s, modern scientists agree that skull volume and intelligence are not related. In the era of evolutionary biology Meyers Converse-Lexicon (1885-1890) ethnographic map of the Caucasian: Aryans Semitic Semitic HamiticNegroid: African Negro Hoiha Melanesian
Negreto Australoid Uncondence: Dravida and Sinhalese Mongoloid: North Mongolian Chinese and Indo-Indian Korean and Japanese Tibetan and Burmese Malay Polynesian Micronesian Eskimo Eskimo and Eskimo American Darwin, published in 1859, Eight years after Morton's death, significantly changed the scientific discourse about the origin of people.
British biologist Thomas Huxley, a strong supporter of Darwinism and monogenist, counted 10 modifications of humanity, dividing the indigenous population of sub-Saharan Africa into the bushmen of the Cape region and the negroes of the central parts of the continent. By the end of the 19th century, the influential German encyclopedia Meyers Conversion-
Lexicon divided humanity into three main races called the Caucasians, and Negroids, each of which consisted of different subcategues. While the Hamites of North Africa were seen as Caucasians, Australians, Melanes and Negroes were seen as black sub-races, although they lived outside the African continent. The only subgroups attributed to Africa were
African Negroes and. The justification for Jim Crow's racist laws was provided by pseudo-scientific opinions about negro psychology, as those expressed by the entry for Negro in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th edition (1910-11): Mentally Negro inferior to white... arrest or even deterioration of mental development (after adolescence) is undoubtedly largely
due to the fact that after puberty sexual issues take the first place in the life and thoughts of a black man. ... Mental Negro is very similar to a child, usually good-natured and cheerful, but subject to sudden bouts of emotion and passion, during which he is able to perform acts of extreme cruelty, impressionable, in vain, but often manifested as a servant dog,
as a fidelity that has withstood the highest test. Franz Boas and The Racial Issue from the 1920s Franz Boas and his school of anthropology at Columbia University criticized the concept of race as politically dangerous and scientifically useless because of its vague definition. 22:248 Illustrations of racial types from the reference work of a new student (1914),
edited by Chandler B. Beach and Frank Morton McMurry In 1950, UNESCO published its statement of racial issue. She denounced all forms of racism, calling the doctrine of inequality between men and races and proposing to replace the term race with ethnic groups because of serious mistakes... usually occur when the term race is used in a popular
language. American anthropologist Carleton Coon Carlton S. Kuhn published his much controversy in 1962. Kuhn divided the Homo sapiens into five groups: in addition to the Caucasian, and Australoid races, he proposed two races among the indigenous population of sub-Saharan Africa: the capoid race in the south and the Congolese race. In 1982, he
used Negroid and Congo as synonyms. Kuhn's thesis was that Homo erectus was already divided into five different races or subspecies. Homo Erectus then evolved into Homo Sapiens not once, but five times, as each subspecies living on its own territory passed the critical threshold from a more violent to a faster state. He thought the Caucasian race had
crossed the threshold of Homo sapiens about 200,000 years earlier than the black race, giving segregationists in the southern United States the opportunity to use their talking points in their fight against the civil rights movement. Although Kuhn has publicly taken a neutral stance on segregation, some fellow anthropologists have accused him of racism
because of his apparent insensitivity to social issues. In private conversations and correspondence with his cousin Carlton Putnam, a prominent white supremacist, he went much further by helping Putnam hone his arguments against integration. Kuhn's evolutionary approach was criticized on the grounds that such sorting criteria tended to do not produce
meaningful results, and that evolutionary divergence was highly unlikely during the time frame. Monatagu (1963) argued that Kun's theory of the species of the Congoids and other Homo sapiens was unlikely, because the transmutation of one species into another was a markedly gradual process. Because Kuhn followed traditional methods of physical
anthropology, relying on morphological characteristics rather than new geneticists classify humans, the debate over the origin of races was seen as the last gasp of an outdated scientific methodology that was soon to be pushed out. In his publications advocating for the Negroid championship, Sheikh Anta Diop contrasted Negroid Negroida with Cro-
Magnoid. Grimaldi Man, an Upper Paleolithic fossil found in Italy in 1901, was classified as a negroid by Bule and Vallua (1921). Identification was obsolete by the 1960s, but was controversially revived by Diop (1989). The Physical Features General Appearance of the Encyclopedia Britannica, The Eleventh Edition (1910-11) lists the following clearly defined
characteristics of the Negroids population of Africa, southern India, Malaysia and Australia: Dark skin ranging from dark brown, reddish-brown, or chocolate almost black; dark, tightly curled hair, flat in the traverse section, woolly or curly type; more or less a penchant for ranantism; dark brown eyes with yellowish cornea; The nose is more or less wide and
flat; and big teeth. The Encyclopedia britannica sees a trend towards high growth and long-headed (long-headed), with the exception of Negritos, which are described as showing short growth and brachycephaly (short head). Forensic anthropologists writing at the turn of the millennium described the Negroid skulls as having a wide and round cavity of the
nose; There is no dam or nasal window sill; Kweset huts shaped as nasal bones; noticeable projection of the face in the jaw and mouth area (pro-gnastism); The rectangular shape of the sky The square or rectangular shape of the eye's orbit; A large interorbital distance more undulating nadorbital ridge; and big teeth. Ashley Montague lists the untened
structural features in which... Negroids in general are different from Caucasians... flat nose, flat nose root, narrower ears, narrower joints, frontal skull seizures, later closing of pre-maximum seams, less hairy, longer eyelashes, cross-shaped pattern of second and third molars. He also suggested that in the extinct black group, which is called bovocoids, the
pedomorphic traits continued further than those of other Negroids. In addition, Montague wrote that the borocops had a larger brain than modern humans (1,700 cubic centimeters of cranial capacity compared to 1,400 cubic centimeters in modern humans), and the projection of their mouth was smaller than that of other negroids. He believed that the
bococoids were Koisan's ancestors. Athleticism In the context of the outstanding success of African-American athletes such as Jesse Owens during the 1936 Summer Olympics, the advantage of speed of negro-like caviar, foot and heel bone was discussed. Black anthropologist W. Montague Cobb joined the debate that same year, noting that there is no
physical characteristic, including the color of the skin, which is all Blacks have in common that definitely classify them as negroes. Today, suggestions of biological differences in athletic abilities between racial groups are considered unscientific. Criticism of black people of the African diaspora of America Canada Caribbean Latin America United States Arab
World Europe India Iran Turkey Turkey Asia-Pacific Indigenous Australians Melanes Negrito Papuans African culture of African-American art Black music African-American religion History of African-African-African American African-Caribbean Indigenous Arab Slave Trade Swahili Coast Atlantic Slave Trade Triangle Triangle Trade Ottoman Slave Trade
Trans-Sugar Trade Muslim Conquests of sahel and Sudan Scramble for Africa Assimilados zvolua Bantu expansion of Blackbirding race Related Race (Human Categorization) Race in Brazilin USA Race and Health in the United States in Australia Race and Sports Black Egyptian Hypothesis Historical Race Concept Australoid Race Negroid Race Black Pride
Black Black Negrophobia apartheid Colorism Jim Crow Laws Racial Profiling Of Racial Bleaching Blanqueamiento Related Topics Lists of Black People vte Oxford Dictionary of English States introduced in the 19th century, such terms are associated with outdated notions of racial types and so are now potentially offensive and they are best avoided. Criticism
based on modern genetics See also: Race and Genetics In his 2016 essay Evolution and Concepts of the Human Race, Alan R. Templeton discusses the various criteria used in biology to define subspecies or races. His examples of traits traditionally considered racial include skin color: Indigenous peoples with the darkest skins live in tropical Africa and
Melanesia. Although these two groups are traditionally classified as black, Africans are actually more closely associated with Europeans than with Melanians. Another example is resistance to malaria, which is common in African populations as well as in many European and Asian populations. Templeton concludes, He answers the question of whether races
exist in people, is clear and unambiguous: no. Coming into the history of racist ideas in America, New York: Nation Books 2016 ISBN 978-1-5685-8464-5 Links : A very prominent racial dividing line between African Caucasian and black groups runs from west to east, south from the Sahara Desert to Sudan, before bending south to the Kenyan-Somali border.
Steven Emerson, Hussein Solomon, African Security in THE TWENTY Of the First Century: Challenges and Opportunities, Oxford University Press (2018), page 41. Molnar, Stephen (2006). Human variation: races, types and ethnic groups. Pearson Prentice Hall. page 23. ISBN 978-0-13-192765-0. b c American Association of Physical Anthropologists
(March 27, 2019). AAPA statement on race and racism. Association of Physical Anthropologists. Received on June 19, 2020. Company, Houghton Mifflin (2005). American Heritage Guide to Modern Use and Style. Houghton Mifflin. page 512. ISBN 978-0-618-60499-9. Oh, oh, oid Dictionary.com. Dictionary.reference.com. received 2012-06-12. Douglas
Harper (November 2001). Online etymological dictionary. Received 2007-11-06. BhopalA R (December 2007). Bluemenbach's beautiful skull and errors: the birth of the scientific concept of race. BMJ. 335 (7633): 1308–9. doi:10.1136/bmj.39413.463958.80. PMC 2151154. PMID 18156242. Blumenbach's name was associated with scientific racism, but his
arguments actually undermined racism. Blumenbach could not have foreseen Mr. 19th and (first half) of the 20th centuries abusing his ideas and classification. Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1797). Herbuch der Naturcheshichte. page 60. Received 2020-05-24. Es giebt nur eine Gattung (kind) im Menschengeschlecht; und alle uns bekannte blewker alller
seiten et alller Himmelshstriche coennen von Einer gemeinschaftlichen Stamassemr abstammen. German: sehr willk'rlich: Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1797). Herbuch der Naturcheshichte. page 61. Received 2020-05-24. Alle diese Verschiedenheiten flie'en aber durch so mancherley abstufungen und Ueberg'nge so unvermerkt zusammen, da sich kane
andre, als sehr willk'rliche Grenzen zwischen ihnen fest en lassen. German: Aethiopische Rasse: Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1797). Herbuch der Naturcheshichte. 62. Received 2020-06-06. Die Aethiopische Russe: Abbild. n. h. Gegenst. Tab 5. Mer Oder Weniger Schwartz; mit Schwartzem Krausem Haar; vorw'rts prominirenden Kiefern, wulstigen
Lippen, und stumpfer Nase. Dahin die sbrigen Afriner, nahmentlich die Neger, die sich dann in die Habessinier, Maureen ꝛc. verlieren, so wie jede andre Menschen-Variet't mit ihren benachbarten vulkershaften gleichsam zusammen flie't. a b c d e Sanders, Edith R. (October 1969). Hamithika hypothesis; Its origins and functions are in the perspective of time.
In the journal African History. 10 (4): 521–532. doi:10.1017/S0021853700009683. ISSN 1469-5138. JSTOR 179896. Robinson, Michael F. (2016). Lost white tribe: researchers, scientists and the theory that changed the continent. Oxford University Press. 96-97. ISBN 978-0199978502. Received on February 19, 2017. Ibram K. Candy, stamped from the
beginning. The final story of racist ideas in America, New York: Nation Books 2016. ISBN 978-1-5685-8464-5, Chapters 4, 7-12, 14, 16 passim. Ibram K. Candy, stamped from the beginning. The final story of racist ideas in America, New York: Nation Books 2016. ISBN 978-1-5685-8464-5, Chapter 14. Michael, John S. New look at Morton's Craniological
Research. Current Anthropology, page 29, No. 2, 1988, page 349-354. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/2743412. Access to access on June 15, 2020. Stephen J. Gould (June 17, 2006). Human error. Isbn Received 2020-06-11. and: Emily S. Renschler and Janet Monge. Samuel George Morton Skull Collection. Historical significance and new research.
Received 2020-06-11. Wrong if it doesn't stick out because of the wrong misanthropy. Nature 474, 419 (2011). doi:10.1038/474419a and Huxley, T. H. On the geographical distribution of the main modifications of humanity (1870) journal of the Ethnological Society of London. The German legend on the map shows the following names: Hamiten, Australier,
Melanesier, Negritos, Afrikanish Neger, Hottentotten. Roy L. Brooks uses the adjective scientific inside quotes in his discussion of this record and its connection to the laws of Jim Crow: Brooks, Roy L., editor. Reimbursement for racism? When sorry isn't enough: Controversy over apologies and reparations for human injustice, NYU Press, 1999, page 395-
398. JSTOR j.ctt9qg0xt.75. Access to August 17, 2020. Joyce, Thomas Athol (1911). Negro. In Chisholm, Hugh., 11. Cambridge University Press. p. 344. a b c d e f g Jackson Jr., John (June 2001). JSTOR 4331661. S2CID 86739986. a b Racial Issue, UNESCO, 1950, 11pp - Carleton S. Coon (1962). The origin of racing. 3-4. The Congoid race consists of
the Negroes and Pygmies of Africa. I named it Congoid after a region (not a specific nation) that contains both kinds of people. The term Negroid was deliberately omitted to avoid confusion. It has been applied to both Africans and spiral peoples of South Asia and Oceania, who, as far as we know, are not genetically related to each other. Kuhn, Carlton S.
(1982). Racial adaptations. page 11. ISBN 9780830410125. The five main races are the Caucasian, the, the Australoid, the Congaid (often referred to as Negroid), and the capoids cited according to Jackson Jr., John (June 2001). In the way of unacademical: The reception of Carleton S. Kuna Origin races . In the journal History of Biology. 34 (2): 248.
doi:10.1023/A:1010366015968. JSTOR 4331661. S2CID 86739986. Reference to Kuhn, Origin of Racing, 1963, page 657. David Carlson; Armelagos, George (September 1971). Problems in racial geography. Annals of the Association of American Geographers. 61 (3): 630–633. doi:10.1111/j.1467-8306.1971.tb00812.x. Dobzhansky, Theodosius; Ashley
Montague; K. S. Kuhn (1963). Two opinions of Kuna Origin races with comments by Kuhn and answers. Current anthropology. 4 (4): 360–367. doi:10.1086/200401. Masse, C. (1989): Grimaldi : une imposture honn't et toujours jeune, Bulletin de la Sosute prehistoryica Francaise, vol. 86, n' 8, page 228-243. Cornevin seems to ignore the depth of the
morphological differences that exist between blacks and whites when he dates these differences back in antiquity, as recently as Millennium BC By doing so, he opposes one hypothesis at the disposal of scientists to give white antiquity equal to blacks. He erred most regrettably, claiming that the Asselar man is more like the Cro-Magnoid European Grimlady
and Bushman than as modern blacks. By definition, Grimaldi Negorid is not Cro-Magnoid, and he is the only person Asselar could resemble; he does not share any feature with the so-called Cro-Magnon man, who later lived in the same cave and is a prototype of the white race, as the Negroid is a prototype of the Black Race. C. A. Diop, African Beginning of
Civilization: Myth or Reality (1989), p. 266. And b Negro. Encyclopedia Britannica : dictionary of art, science, literature and general information. Internet archive. 19. page 344. Received 2020-08-13. Critical reflections on the use of the term Negroid and related terms in this context are given: Diana Smy, George Armeagos (2000). Galileo wept: a critical
assessment of the use of race forensic anthropolopy (PDF). Transforming anthropology. 9 (2): 22–24. doi:10.1525/tran.2000.9.2.19. Received on July 13, 2016. George W. Gill, Stanley Raine (eds.) (1990). Skeleton attribution of race: Methods of forensic anthropology. Maxwell Museum of Anthropology. ISBN 978-0-912535-06-7. OCLC 671604288.CS1
maint: uses authors' settings (link) - Wilkinson, Caroline (2004). Forensic facial reconstruction. Cambridge University Press. 84-85. ISBN 978-0-521-82003-5. Received on June 2, 2015. - Brace CL, Tracer DP, Yaroch LA, Robb J, Brandt K, Nelson AR, Clines and Clusters vs. Race: Test in Ancient Egypt and Death on the Nile, (1993), Yrbk Phys Anthropol
36:1-31, p.18 - b c d Montague, Ashley Growing Young Published By Greenwood Publishing Group, 1988 ISBN 0-89789-166-X a b Wiggins, David K. High speed, but little Stamina: Historical debate about black sports supremacy (PDF). In the magazine History of Sports. 16 (2): 158–185. S2CID 27097059. b Is quoted in: Ibram H. Candy, stamped from the
beginning. The final story of racist ideas in America, New York: Nation Books 2016. ISBN 978-1-5685-8464-5, Chapter 27. Saini, Angela (July 23, 2019). Sport and intelligence: keeping race science in competition. Nature. 571 (7766): 474–475. Bibkod:2019Natur.571. 474S. doi:10.1038/d41586-019-02244-w. S2CID 198191524. Wiggins, David K. (2018).
More than a game: A story of African-American excellence in sports. Rowman and Littlefield. page 151. ISBN 978-1538114988. Interview with Robert Graves Jr. PBS.org 2003. Stevenson, Angus (2010). Oxford English Dictionary. ISBN 9780199571123. As of 2020, the same text still appeared on the website: Ask Oxford - Definition of Negroid. Oxford
English Dictionary. 2020. Received 2020-08-05. a b c Templeton, A. (2016). EVOLUTION AND THE CONCEPTS OF THE HUMAN RACE. In Salmon J. and Lensky R. (Eds.), How Evolution Shapes Our Lives: About about and society (p. 346-361). Princeton; Oxford: Princeton University Press. doi:10.2307/j.ctv7h0s6j.26. That this view reflects consensus
among American anthropologists, says: Wagner, Jennifer K.; Yu, Joon Ho; Jane O.; Harrell, Tanya M.; Michael J. Bamshad; Royal, Charmaine D. (February 2017). The views of anthropologists on race, ancestry and genetics. American Journal of Physical Anthropology. 162 (2): 318–327. doi:10.1002/ajpa.23120. PMC 5299519. PMID 27874171. See also:
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